Radio Drama Revival is one of the internet's longest-running anthology audio drama shows, with the goal of showcasing the diversity and vitality of modern audio fiction.

Radio Drama Revival was founded in 2007 by executive producer and host emeritus Fred Greenhalgh. The show transitioned to the stewardship of David Rheinstrom in 2016, and in 2020 the mantle of host was passed down to Elena Fernández Collins.

To date, Radio Drama Revival has featured hundreds of hours of audio stories, interviews, and other special features. The hosts have interviewed creators and artists ranging in age from 17 to 70 and have showcased some of the stand-out hits of the contemporary audio drama scene.

Click here to listen to our trailer
Every other week, Radio Drama Revival introduces audiences to a work of fiction by a creator in the audio drama community.

The weeks following these showcases feature an interview between one of the hosts and the creator(s) of that show!

Radio Drama Revival is open to all submissions, with the shows featured being chosen by the Submissions team, to bring our audience a collection of relatively unknown works as well as some of the more popular shows from well-known creators.

You can learn more about our submissions process, as well as submit your show to be featured on Radio Drama Revival, on our website.
PAST EPISODES (HIGHLIGHTS)

- The Big Loop – Paul Bae
- Girl in Space – Sarah Rhea Werner
- Harlem Queen – Yhane Smith and Gabrielle Adkins
Over the years, the team behind Radio Drama Revival has continued to change and grow alongside its popularity. This is what has enabled the show to continue to fulfill its mission and to bring the quality of content that listeners both new and old have come to expect.

Read bios for each of our team members on our website.
Radio Drama Revival is available wherever you get your podcasts.

Transcripts are being made available on our website for each episode beginning in 2020.